Adult Fiction

Find monthly adult fiction titles that our librarians recommend for discussion:

How High We Go in the Dark

Sequoia Nagamatsu

For fans of “Cloud Atlas” and “Station Eleven,” a spellbinding and profoundly prescient debut that follows a cast of intricately linked characters over hundreds of years as humanity struggles to rebuild itself in the aftermath of a climate plague.

Subjects: Virus diseases, Epidemics, Regression
Page count: 320

Find this book on CountyCat and Hoopla. Find the reading guide here.
The Mitford Affair

Marie Benedict
Between the World Wars, the six Mitford sisters—each more beautiful, brilliant, and eccentric than the next—dominate the English scenes.

Subjects: Sisters, World War, Historical fiction
Page count: 352

Find this book on CountyCat and Hoopla. Find the reading guide here.
Adult Non-fiction

Find monthly adult non-fiction titles that our librarians recommend for discussion:

Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI
David Grann
1920s Oklahoma. The richest people per capita in the world were members of the Osage Indian nation in Oklahoma after oil was discovered beneath their land. Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed off.

Subjects: Osage Indians, Murder, Oklahoma
Page count: 338

Find this book on CountyCat. Find the reading guide here.
Crying in H Mart
Michelle Zauner
From the indie rockstar of Japanese Breakfast fame, and author of the viral 2018 New Yorker essay that shares the title of this book, an unflinching, powerful memoir about growing up Korean-American, losing her mother, and forging her own identity.

Subjects: Singers, Rock musicians, Korean Americans
Page count: 239

Find this book on CountyCat. Find the reading guide here.
YA Books
Find monthly teen-friendly titles that our librarians recommend for discussion:

Lark & Kasim Start a Revolution
Kacen Callender
Seventeen-year-old neurodivergent and nonbinary Lark pretends that they are the creator of a viral thread that their ex-best friend, Kasim, accidentally posted onto their Twitter account, declaring his unrequited love, but living a lie takes its toll on Lark, forcing them to deal with their own messy emotions.

Subjects: Social media, Sexual minorities, Neurodiversity
Page count: 336

Find this book on CountyCat and Hoopla. Find the reading guide here.
Tell Me Again How a Crush Should Feel
Sara Farizan

Leila’s Persian heritage already makes her different from her classmates at Armstead Academy, and if word got out that she liked girls life would be twice as hard. But when a new girl shows up, Leila starts to take risks she never thought she would.

Subjects: Teenage girls, Iranian Americans, High schools
Page Count: 320

Find this book on CountyCat and Hoopla. Find the reading guide here.
Children Books

Find monthly child-friendly titles that our librarians recommend for discussion:

Dragons Love Tacos 2: The Sequel
Adam Rubin
When dragons run out of tacos, they travel back in time to get a fresh supply.

Page count: 48
Lexile: 530
AR/ATOS: 2.5

Find this book on CountyCat and Hoopla. Find the reading guide here.
Stuck in the Stone Age
Geoff Rodkey
A glitchy time machine strands a bumbling janitor and a brilliant scientist in the distant past, and they must find their way home before they’re attacked by angry cavemen or eaten alive by a saber-toothed tiger.

Page count: 267
Lexile: 660
AR/ATOS: 4.5

Find this book on CountyCat and Hoopla. Find the reading guide here.
Mason and Ty were once the very best of friends, like two nerdy sides of the same coin...until seventh grade, when Ava Petrakis came along. Now Mason can trace everything bad in his life to that terrible fight they had over the new girl.

Find this book on CountyCat and Hoopla. Find the reading guide here.